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TRAINING, DUTIES, STATU S AND TERMS OF 
ENROLMENT OF THE MEDICAL PERSONNEL 
ASSIGNED TO THE CARE OF THE WOUNDED 
AND SICK  OF THE ARMED FORCES

On 15 October 1951, the International Committee of the 
Red Cross asked the National Red Cross Societies to assist 
the Committee in completing their records on the following 
items :

Training and Duties of nurses, medical orderlies, assistant 
nurses and voluntary aids, enrolled in wartime by the National 
Red Cross Societies and the Medical Services of the Armed 
Forces ;

Status and Terms of enrolment of such personnel.

With its request the International Committee of the Red 
Cross enclosed questionnaires for the purpose of making clearer 
to the National Societies the points upon which the Com
mittee required enlightenment, and so facilitating the classi
fication of replies.

On the 25th of the same month the International Committee 
of the Red Cross sent a similar request, enclosing similar ques
tionnaires, to the Heads of the Medical Services of the Land, 
Sea and Air Forces of the countries signatories to the Geneva 
Conventions ; and a few days later they informed the responsible 
Ministries of the steps which had been taken, so that the Com
mittee might be in a position to supply correct answers to any 
enquiries which might come in from National Red Cross Societies 
and Medical Services.
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The questions concerning the staff tending the wounded and 
sick seem to have aroused interest among a large number of 
States and of National Red Cross Societies. On 30th April 
1952 the International Committee of the Red Cross had received 
a total of 65 replies from 47 different countries. They were from 
the :

■—  National Societies of: Australia, Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, Chile, Cuba, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Guatemala, India, Iraq, Ireland, Liechten
stein, Luxemburg, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Peru, 
Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Union of South Africa, United 
States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia ;

—  Medical Services of the Armed Forces or of the responsible 
Ministries of : Afghanistan, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Bulgaria, Canada, Costa Rica, Cuba, Egypt, Greece, Guatemala, 
India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Jordan, Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Portugal, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Union of South Africa, 
United Kingdom, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, 
Yugoslavia.

Among those replies, 9 Red Cross Societies and 3 Govern
ments supplied incomplete or merely general data, since their 
Services were in process of organisation or reorganisation 
and some of them had asked the Committee to make suggestions 
in that connection.

On the other hand, 14 Red Cross Societies (Australia, 
Austria, Belgium, Chile, Ethiopia, Finland, Great Britain, 
Greece, India, Ireland, New Zealand, Switzerland, Union of 
South Africa, Yugoslavia), and 20 Medical Services (Brazil, 
Canada, Costa Rica, Egypt, Greece, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, 
Jordan, Netherlands, Pakistan, Philippines, Portugal, Spain, 
Switzerland, Thailand, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom, 
United States of America, Yugoslavia), sent the Committee 
detailed replies, often accompanied by additional documentation 
of a very interesting nature.
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The International Committee of the Red Cross is anxious 
at once to thank all these correspondents for the valuable 
information they have supplied. Other replies are on the way ; 
but pending their arrival the International Committee of the 
Red Cross finds it advisable to summarize the substance of the 
material already available, and to submit forthwith to the 
XVIII International Red Cross Conference certain conclusions 
upon which it would welcome comments.

T r e a t m e n t  of  th e  w o u n d e d  a n d  s ic k  of  th e  a r m e d  fo r c e s

in  w a r t im e

A. Work of the National Societies in this connection

Out of the 31 replies received from the National Societies 
to date (30 April 1952), we note that only six Societies undertake 
(in the capacity of auxiliary of their Army Medical Services) 
responsibility for the management of hospital establishments, 
or for the supply of qualified medical personnel to the military 
hospital of their forces in wartime. On the other hand, most 
National Societies supply the wounded and sick of the armed 
forces with the social assistance and moral comforts which 
rank as an indispensable complement to modern therapeutics. 
These include, primarily, social assistance in its manifold forms, 
distribution of small gifts, planning of therapeutic exercises, 
healthy entertainment and lectures of all kinds.

Several National Societies have not included in the pro
gramme of their activities assistance to the wounded and sick 
of their armed forces, either because the Medical Services of 
their armed forces themselves undertook that responsibility, or 
because their country had no army, or because they had never 
been involved in international warfare for the past twenty or 
thirty years and the need for work of that kind did not appear 
to be urgently necessary.

This marked diversity of the conceptions by the National 
Societies of their functions, and the renunciation by several 
of them of a function which was considered fundamental at the
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time the Red Cross was created, may at first sight seem sur
prising, but is easily explained by subsequent developments.

In 1859 Henry Dunant found on the battlefield of Solferino 
that the wounded and sick were dying for want of care. A few 
years later he published his book “ A souvenir of Solferino ” 
to arouse public opinion in regard to the deficiencies of the 
Medical Services of the armed forces in Europe, and to the need 
for setting up relief societies to fill the gap. The National Red 
Cross Societies, which were rapidly formed throughout the entire 
world, at once set to work and played an important part as 
pioneers in this connection. Since that time the Medical Services 
of the armed forces have been thoroughly reorganised, and 
now operate according to the most up-to-date methods, and 
are able in many countries to meet all the demands which 
will be made upon them in wartime. Since the Army Medical 
Services no longer require the assistance of auxiliary nursing 
personnel, it is only natural that the Red Cross Societies should 
have renounced activities which are no longer necessary, and 
turned their attention to other victims who so far receive no 
relief. In so doing they are adapting themselves to the very 
different circumstances prevailing in their respective countries, 
and in agreement with their Governments are preparing to 
supply the utmost possible aid to the victims who are most in 
need of it. They endeavour to avoid any overlapping with 
official services, and to fill in any existing gaps, in such a way 
as to enable properly coordinated relief work to render the 
greatest possible service to the victims.

B. A c t iv it ie s  o f  t h e  Me d i c a l  S e r v ic e s  
of  th e  A r m e d  F orces

From the many exhaustive replies which the ICRC have 
received from the various Medical Services of the Army, Air 
and Sea Forces, some idea can be gained of the very great 
development and the improved organisation which the majority 
of these have undergone. As a general rule, these Services have 
available a first-class medical corps of specialists in the various 
branches of surgery and medecine, a corps of fully trained
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nurses from the best schools of the country, and the requisite 
number of medical orderlies selected from amongst volunteers 
from the troops and trained in the medical detachments and 
hospitals of the army, air and sea forces. The hospital establish
ments of the armed forces are now of the highest standard : 
they possess the most up-to-date equipment, and all the auxiliary 
therapeutic units, such as laboratories, radiotherapy, physio
therapy, dietetics equipment, etc. In short in certain countries 
the State has made a considerable financial effort to endow the 
Medical Services of the armed forces with the means of ac
complishing the heavy tasks which are liable to be laid upon 
them in wartime. With a viewT to that eventuality many army 
Medical Services now have large reserves of medical personnel, 
well trained and immediately available to be called up in case 
of necessity.

Not all army Medical Services of course have yet reached a 
satisfactory degree of organisation, and many are even far 
from the target they have set themselves. In certain countries 
these services are still embryonic. But it is reassuring to see 
that the Medical Services of the armed forces cooperate closely 
with one another, and that they are seeking to standardize 
their working methods, and have made a considerable effort to 
reorganize their services along the most modern lines. These 
efforts have already produced excellent results in many countries.

Cl a ss if ic a t io n  of  m e d ic a l  p e r s o n n e l

The terms used to define the various categories of nursing 
personnel vary widely from one country to another. Sometimes 
the terms are identical, though they designate different 
categories. To avoid any confusion or misconception, the Inter
national Committee of the Red Cross has classified such personnel 
roughly into four large groups which have been defined as 
follows :

i
i .  Nurses (infirmières) : Persons who hold a certificate after a 

full course in a duly recognized nursing school ;
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2. Medical Orderlies (infirmiers) : Male members of the medical 
personnel employed in collecting, transporting and nursing 
the wounded and sick ;

3. Assistant nurses (aides-infirmières): professionals who are 
duly authoiized to assist nurses in caring for the sick and 
who have received the necessary training ;

4. Voluntary Aids (auxiliaires-volontaires) : Non-professionals 
who have received elementary training, and who place their 
services at the disposal of the Red Cross (Red Lion and 
Sun, Red Crescent), or of the armed forces.

I n s t r u c t io n  a n d  t r a in in g  of m e d ic a l  p e r s o n n e l

1. Nurses

It is very gratifying to note that in most countries three 
years’ study is in general considered indispensable for obtaining 
the professional nurse’s certificate. All nursing schools under the 
State, the Red Cross or private bodies now comply with this 
rule. Since 1864 the International Red Cross Conferences have 
always sought to develop the training of medical personnel, and 
have passed many Resolutions on the subject. They have 
recommended in particular that the National Societies, which 
are responsible for nursing schools, should be guided by the 
report drawn up by the Education Commission of the Inter
national Council of Nurses in planning their training syllabus. 
(Brussels 1930, VI., I., i°). In general, all the Resolutions 
recommend National Red Cross Societies not to employ any 
but nurses of the highest professional standard. We consider 
that the National Societies bear a responsibility in this respect, 
and that their example may exert a great influence in improving 
the professional training of nurses.

Furthermore, to improve their preparation for the difficult 
task which may await them in emergency work in time of war 
or catastrophe, the Conference of Red Cross experts, which met 
in Paris in 1937 to study the training of nursing personnel, 
recommended that professional nurses should be given finishing
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courses in the theory of the most recent methods of emergency 
relief, as well as practical exercises at frequent intervals to 
give them an opportunity of developing their initiative and 
ingenuity in creating emergency apparatus (Provisional Con
clusions of the Conference of Experts, page 286).

Nurses who are candidates for enrolment in the Medical 
Services of the armed forces must be State registered Nurses 
— that is to say, they must all have had three years’ training in 
one of the best schools of their country. In addition, if their 
candidature is accepted, they must follow, under the direction 
of the Medical Services of the armed forces, several months of 
finishing courses to become familiarized with military discipline 
and nursing methods in the medical establishments of the army, 
air and sea forces. If the results of this test period are mutually 
acceptable, the nurse is then given a final enrolment in the 
Medical Services of the armed forces.

In addition, to develop the training of their personnel and 
avoid too much routine, some Medical Services have finishing 
courses for their nurses in one or other of the different branches 
of nursing. These courses are spread over various stages of 
their career, and the nurses thus specialized have additional 
responsibility and the opportunity of reaching higher grades.

2. Medical Orderlies

In the hospital services and in relief work in cases of cata
strophe, there are a certain number of tasks and treatments 
which require great physical strength. In such cases, it is 
a great advantage to employ medical orderlies, provided the 
latter know how to combine gentleness with strength. Medical 
orderlies can be excellent nurses, and it is not surprising 
that in certain countries custom demands that all wounded 
and sick of the armed forces should be tended exclusively 
by male nurses. However in most States the Medical Services 
of the armed forces employ both medical orderlies and nurses, and 
divide the work between them according to their capacities. 
The National Societies enrol principally nurses, and exception
ally medical orderlies, for treatment to be given in hospital
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establishments of the Red Cross ; but in practice they sometimes 
ask the Medical Services of the armed forces to supply them 
with medical orderlies as stretcher-bearers.

The training of medical orderlies varies as from one country 
to another. As a rule the training they receive is shorter and more 
elementary than that of nurses. The Medical Services of the 
armed forces select from amongst the recruits who offer volunt
arily to enrol in the Medical Services those candidates who seem 
suitable, on condition that their general education is sufficient 
to enable them to become good medical orderlies. The recruits 
are then incorporated in the medical detachments, and receive 
their training as prospective medical orderlies in the military 
hospitals of the land, sea and air forces. The period of training 
ranges from a few weeks to one year, but is much longer in 
countries where it is the practice to use only medical orderlies 
for all care of wounded and sick of the armed forces. Several 
of these army Medical Services have even schools for medical 
orderlies with a study programme covering two or three years.

Some army Medical Services moreover give special training 
as stretcher-bearers and first-aid auxiliary workers to certain 
elements of the rank and file, who are liable to be called upon 
to serve as orderlies, should the number of wounded so require. 
Such auxiliary personnel does not enjoy the protection of the 
Geneva Convention except when it is actually employed upon 
medical duties.

We venture to draw attention in this connection to the 
great importance of giving elementary training in hygiene 
and in the care of the sick, not only to auxiliary orderlies, but 
to troops as a whole. In the lesser developed countries such 
training would undoubtedly contribute little by little to raising 
the general level of public health of the populations concerned. 
It would seem particularly necessary to disseminate such 
instruction as widely as possible amongst the native troops of 
certain countries.

3. Assistant Nurses

In modern nursing, the tasks which fall to nurses are becom
ing more and more numerous, intricate and absorbing, and
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require an ever-increasing number of nurses. Unfortunately 
the recruitment and training of young nurses has not followed 
the requisite improved standards, and a shortage of nurses 
is threatening to paralyse the work in hospitals and in public 
health services. To overcome this crisis which, it is to be hoped, 
is only temporary, certain countries have been forced to impro
vise a new group of professional medical personnel, for the 
purpose of relieving the nurses of certain daily routine tasks, and 
enabling them to devote more time to delicate treatments and 
work entailing responsibility. This new group of professionals, 
whom we have called “ assistant nurses ” , follow a one or two- 
year course to train them for the proper discharge of routine 
duties, but work only under the supervision of nurses. Their 
duties are limited, and they are not allowed to undertake res
ponsibilities which go beyond their competence. Many of 
these assistants are engaged in civilian hospitals, convalescent 
homes and establishments for the aged ; but according to the 
information received by the International Committee of the 
Red Cross, only one army Medical Service is contemplating 
the enrolment of assistant nurses. All the others refrain. Such 
a measure is easily understood, as long as the army Medical 
Services are able to find the requisite number of nurses. In 
time of war or calamity the medical personnel of the armed forces 
often work in difficult and unforeseen conditions, and have 
heavy responsibilities. They must be very competent, if they are 
to distinguish between the initiatives they may, or may not, 
take. Mistakes are easily made ; and they may have serious 
consequences for the wounded and sick, and therefore entail 
heavy financial liabilities for the army Medical Services who are 
responsible for the personnel they employ.

The National Red Cross Societies have the same responsibil
ities towards the staff they enrol in their services ; and none of 
those who replied to the Committee employ professional assistant 
nurses. But they train and enrol a very large number of volunt
ary aids, one group of these being specially trained to assist 
nurses in their care of the wounded and sick.
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4- Voluntary Aids

Voluntary Aids are the invaluable and even indispensable 
element without which the National Societies could not cope 
with the practical duties which fall to them in time of war, 
civil strife or calamities. At such tragic times all the available 
forces of the nation must cooperate ; and the work to be done 
is so variegated that all willing men and women can render 
useful service. Many hands enrol at the Red Cross, and undergo 
preparatory training for the work their National Society may 
require them to do in future.

This brief Report considers only the group of voluntary 
aids, who are intended to assist the Medical Services in the 
care of wounded and sick of the armed forces. The training of 
this group is generally carried out under the auspices of the 
Red Cross ; but in some countries it is under other agencies 
such as St John’s Ambulance Brigade or the State.

The syllabus of courses for voluntary aids varies according 
to countries and the work they may be called upon to do ; but 
the basic training, everywhere includes theoretical and practical 
instruction in first-aid and in home welfare work. This instruc
tion is spread as widely as possible throughout the population. 
The courses are held mostly in the evening to allow those in 
employment to follow them. The elementary training is sub
sequently completed in the different countries by very varied 
courses in general health or mother and child welfare, 
therapeutics, dietetics, etc. Male volunteers follow courses as 
stretcher-bearers.

R e c r u i t m e n t  a n d  e n r o l m e n t  of  m e d i c a l  p e r s o n n e l

It is interesting to note that voluntary enrolment is always 
the basis upon which medical personnel is recruited by the Red 
Cross and by the armed forces. Everyone has not the required 
vocation to nurse the sick. Therefore in the interest of the 
sick themselves it is very desirable that the volunteer principle 
should continue to be observed.
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But rational publicity, making known to all the organisation 
of the Medical Services and the material, professional and 
cultural advantages they offer to their staff is fully justifiable. 
In this connection certain army Medical Services show great 
ingenuity in appealing by means of official advertisements, 
Press articles, illustrated leaflets, appeals by radio, and lectures 
to the public and in the schools, to attract qualified candidates 
to the nursing schools and Medical Services. We feel however 
that emphasis should be laid, not only on the material advan
tages, but on the moral satisfaction gained by all those who 
devote themselves to these services.

Among the offers of services they receive the army Medical 
Services and the National Societies make a selection; and the 
successful candidates chosen are enrolled finally only after 
a test period and additional training.

The army Medical Services also build up many reserve 
groups of medical personnel. As a rule, they transfer to these 
groups nurses and medical orderlies who have concluded their 
service in the regular army, and are then automatically incor
porated into the reserve corps.

The National Red Cross Societies generally have the respons
ibility of enrolling the requisite voluntary aids, either (in some 
countries) to complete the personnel of the Medical Services 
of the armed forces in wartime, or to carry out emergency 
Red Cross work in the event of catastrophes. In proceeding 
with such enrolment they take into account, not only the 
training of each candidate, but her physical strength, disposition 
and personality. The voluntary aid can render invaluable 
service by punctually and gently carrying out the daily routine 
care which is so important in the life of the patients ; but 
she must also show common sense, devotion, discipline and 
a cheerful disposition in the performance of her duties.

Service Regulations

According to information received by the International 
Committee of the Red Cross, all Medical Services of the land, 
sea and air forces consider it useful to hand to all medical
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personnel a set of Regulations setting forth their duties towards 
their armed forces and home country. The Committee consider 
that a similar set of Regulations is most necessary for the 
auxiliary personnel of the Red Cross, who are not always 
aware of their obligations towards their own armed forces, 
or of the rules with which they must comply under pain of 
penalties. This question seems to have engaged the attention 
of the National Societies and responsible authorities, for in 
many countries it is at present under consideration.

St a t u s  of  m e d i c a l  p e r s o n n e l

i . Nurses

In some countries nurses have the rank of officers, in others 
of non-commissioned officers. Elsewhere they have no rank, 
but work in their uniform of civilian nurses. In some countries 
again voluntary aids have officer’s rank, while nurses do not. 
These divergencies of rank are a source of preoccupation to 
the Committee. If in the course of a war nurses of different 
nationalities are called upon to work together, it would not 
seem fair that the nurses of some countries should be com
pulsorily placed under the orders of their colleagues belonging 
to another country, even though their professional qualifications 
are higher, merely because their own armed forces do not give 
them ranks corresponding to those of their colleagues. Moreover, 
during their time off or leisure hours they will not be able to 
enjoy the same privileges, or to go out together.

A further point is that nurses do not live only in hospitals. 
They have sometimes to travel alone, either to go on leave, 
or to join a new post, or for some other official reason. Travelling 
in a country at war is not always easy ; and in proximity to 
the front it is often slow and hazardous. If in such cases the 
nurse is not allowed the facilities in respect of transport, accom
modation and meals which are exclusively the privilege of 
officers, she will have to travel with the troops, and sometimes 
amidst troops of other races, with whose language and customs
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she is not familiar. Such circumstances sometimes make the 
position of the nurse difficult, and may be detrimental to the 
respect which is her due and to the dignity of her profession.

If army rank is granted to nurses, it would seem that the 
three years of training they have had to undergo in a nursing 
school to acquire their certificate, and the several months of 
finishing courses under army discipline which they must follow 
in most countries if they are to be enrolled in the army, 
ought to be considered equivalent to the training required of 
army officers. Such at any rate are the motives which have 
actuated the great majority of army Medical Services in their 
regulations. There are certain Medical Services which do not 
share their opinion. In their case the Committee feel that the 
nurses would be better off by having no rank, being designated 
merely by a title corresponding to their duties— nurse, head- 
nurse, matron, etc. They would wear the uniform of their 
nursing school, to enable them (as in certain armies in the last 
World War) to have a special status equivalent to that of 
officers and of their colleagues of other armies in matters of 
accommodation, transport and food supplies.

2. Medical Orderlies

As a rule, the recruits of the Medical Services who begin 
their probation as orderlies have the status of privates in 
their own army. Later, they may rise to the various ranks 
of non-commissioned officers ; but it is only in certain countries 
that they can rise higher than this, when long training has fitted 
them for specialised work or for duties entailing responsibilities 
similar to those of officers. In some armies the medical orderlies 
of various categories are not designated by rank, but by titles 
corresponding to their duties and responsibilities (assistant 
orderly, probationer orderly, chief orderly). These titles confer 
on them the same privileges as on non-commissioned officers of 
equivalent ranks.

3. Assistant Nurses

According to the information at our disposal, professional 
assistant nurses have not yet been included in the Medical
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Services of the armed forces, or in the relief services of the 
National Red Cross Societies. Consequently, we have no 
precise data as to the status which is likely to be given them 
in wartime.

4. Voluntary Aids,

The position of voluntary aids varies according to the 
countries and the duties they undertake. In most cases they 
have only temporary duties. In wartime they remain under 
the orders of the Red Cross, which lends its units or personnel 
to the Medical Services of the armed forces. The voluntary aids 
are then designated by titles corresponding to their duties, 
rather than by rank. But some army Medical Services employ 
regularly in their army hospitals a small number of voluntary 
aids to attend to the welfare work and social assistance of the 
soldiers who are hospitalized there. The few women who 
hold these posts have army rank and enjoy the privileges 
which their rank confers. There is one country, in which volunt
ary aids work on a solely voluntary basis, and in recognition 
of their services the Government grants them officer’s rank.

P a y

In army Medical Services medical orderlies generally receive 
the same pay as soldiers of the same rank. But in several 
Asiatic countries medical orderlies receive extra allowances, 
e.g. where they perform specialized duties which have required 
previous training over a long period.

On the other hand the regulations governing nurses’ pay 
are variable. Sometimes nurses have the same pay as combatants 
of the same rank ; but this rule is not applied everywhere. 
Several countries employing large numbers of women in their 
armies have two scales of pay, one for the male personnel, the 
other at a lower rate for the female personnel. Nurses are natur
ally classified in the latter category and receive the pay which 
corresponds to their rank.

With regard to voluntarj? aids, in some countries their work
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is voluntary : in others they receive allowances, or their main
tenance is wholly or partly covered. Elsewhere, they receive 
normal pay, either direct through the aimy or from the Red 
Cross.

U niform

According to the replies received, in wartime in all countries 
members of the Medical Services, who are regularly assigned 
to the care of wounded and sick of the armed forces, receive 
a uniform or at least the over-coat of a uniform, issued by 
the Red Cross or army in which they are incorporated. This 
arrangement has many advantages. In particular, it facilitates 
speedy identification of the members of the medical personnel 
of the belligerent countries, when they are away from their 
medical unit. It should however be remembered that, to 
benefit by the protection of the Geneva Conventions, medical 
personnel must be in possession of the identity papers stipulated 
by the Convention for the Relief of the Wounded and Sick in 
Armies in the Field (Article 21 of the Convention of 1929, or 
Article 40 of the Convention of 1949), and must wear on the 
left arm the armlet bearing the distinctive emblem and stamped 
by the military authority.

As a rule, the uniform is supplied free of charge to nurses 
incorporated in the armed forces ; but some Medical Services 
prefer to give them a special allowance, on the strength of 
which they are required to provide themselves with the regu
lation uniform.

Voluntary aids generally wear the uniform stipulated by 
the Red Cross, since they remain under the orders of their 
National Society. In most countries this uniform is supplied 
to them free of charge by the Red Cross, or they receive allow
ances for the purpose.

W o r k in g  Co n ditio n s

In principle, and subject to special circumstances, all 
armies and all National Red Cross Societies have adopted
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for their medical personnel the 8 hour day and the 48 to 52 
hour week. In certain countries the usual time-table is however 
7 hours ; and in one country it is 6% hours, with a weekly 
average of 36 hours. The work in certain tropical countries 
being particularly fatiguing, it is felt that countries need not 
adopt too strict a rule on this point. In any case the interest 
of the wounded and sick to be cared for transcends any regu
lations ; and it is certain that in wartime circumstances will 
often demand an effort of the personnel which will far exceed 
the stipulated working day.

The number of wounded and sick to be looked after by nurses 
and medical orderlies varies according to the type of hospital 
and the number of voluntary aids in each service. But in the 
majority of countries the army Medical Services count 10 beds 
per nurse.

Regulation leave similar in length to that of combatants of 
corresponding rank is in force almost everywhere.

Food arrangements for medical personnel are generally 
in the hands of the hospital or army commissariat ; and, if 
the nurses have no canteen of their own, they are allowed 
to use the officers’ canteen in all Medical Services of armed 
forces which confer on them officer’s rank. Voluntary aids 
generally work in detachments and have their own canteen, 
either in the establishment where they work, or in the place 
where they are quartered. Rules in this connection cannot 
be standardized, for customs and circumstances vary in wartime 
from one country to another.

I n s u r a n c e  a n d  P a y m e n t  of  A l l o w a n c e s

In wartime medical personnel are exposed to danger and, 
when wounded or sick, they require treatment which is often 
long and costly. Sometimes their wound or sickness results in 
infirmity or more or less permanent disablement. All countries 
have not yet made the necessary arrangements to cover these 
war risks as far as possible. But as a rule nurses, who are 
regularly incorporated in the Medical Services of the land, sea
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and air forces are assimilated to combatants, and receive 
free of charge the same treatment or allowances for treatment. 
Like the combatants, they receive disablement grants, and 
their families are compensated in case of their death. The same 
provisions apply to auxiliary personnel enrolled in wartime 
in the Medical Services of armed forces. There are however 
certain Governments which have decided that in wartime victims 
amongst the civilian population are to have the benefit of 
allowances more or less similar to those of combatants ; and 
any such legal provisions would be applicable to the auxiliary 
Red Cross personnel. It matters little which Government service 
compensates medical personnel, provided they are fairly com
pensated and receive support where needed.

In some countries the State alone bears the whole financial 
cost of these insurances and allowances : in others insurance 
premiums are paid to the half of their amount by deduction 
from the pay of the personnel.

*
He *

C o n c lu sio n s

The International Committee of the Red Cross are not yet 
in possession of all the replies which have been announced 
from countries with regard to medical personnel employed in 
the Medical Services of armed forces and of the National Societies 
of the Red Cross, Red Crescent and Red Lion and Sun. But on the 
basis of the extensive information which has already come 
in it is thought possible to draw the following preliminary 
conclusions :

F u n c tio n s

i . The care of wounded and sick combatants in wartime must 
remain the primary object of the National Societies of the 
Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion and Sun) in countries 
which have not yet an army Medical Service sufficiently deve
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loped and organised to assume the entire responsibility alone. 
In order that wounded and sick combatants may benefit 
by all the resources of modern therapeutics, the National 
Societies, in cooperation with the army Medical Services, will 
make every effort from peacetime onwards to recruit, and, 
if need be, to train in sufficient numbers, qualified medical 
personnel, and to prepare all the medical equipment required 
in that connection.

2. To achieve quick and favourable results, medical assis
tance ought to be supplemented by social and moral assistance 
for the purpose of helping war victims to overcome the difficulties 
and worry caused either by sickness or wounds, or by the 
temporary or permanent disablement which sometimes results 
from these. It is most desirable that the National Societies 
should supply such social and moral aid to wounded and sick 
combatants, if is not supplied by the military personnel.

T r a in in g

1. In wartime, as in peace, a complete training lasting 
3 years is considered necessary for the medical personnel who 
carry responsibility in the medical services and hospitals. 
The syllabus in nursing schools is generally drawn up according 
to instructions received from the Education Committee of the 
International Council of Nurses. To avoid too much routine or 
specialization in the performance of their duties, it is desirable 
that during their career nurses should have the opportunity 
of completing their training by additional courses, finishing 
instruction and practical exercises to develop their ingenuity 
and powers of organization.

2. With regard to the training of the voluntary aid personnel 
who assist nurses in wartime in the care of wounded and sick, 
it seems difficult to standardize it at international level, the 
duties of such personnel and the working conditions varying 
too widely as from one country to another. In agreement with 
the nurses of their country, each Red Cross should draw up one
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or more training programmes corresponding to the duties 
which are likely to fall to voluntary aids and transport personnel. 
When mapping out a general plan of assistance to wounded and 
sick, it should be remembered that voluntary aids have only 
limited competence, and must always work under the orders 
of nurses who are fully qualified. But the valuable service which 
voluntary aids can render depends, not only on the training 
they have received, but mainly perhaps on their disposition, 
personality, devotion and discipline.

3. In addition, all members of Red Cross personnel who 
may have to work in the Medical Services of the land, sea and 
air armed forces ought to be instructed in the principles of the 
Red Cross, whose emblem they wear, as well as in the army 
rules and regulations to which they are subject in wartime, 
and in their rights and duties under the Geneva Convention 
which protects them.

St a t u s

1. The Medical Services of the Armed Forces have rightly 
incorporated in the army units a large number of female medical 
personnel; but the status which has been given these nurses 
is so different in the different countries as to render any inter
national collaboration between medical teams very difficult 
in wartime.

The great majority of Medical Services of armed forces 
have given the rank of officers to nurses, and they wear the 
badges of such rank on their uniforms. In principle however 
the International Committee of the Red Cross does not consider 
it indispensable to give army rank to nurses, provided that 
a special status is recognized in their case, and that with regard 
to transportation, accommodation and food supplies at least 
they benefit by the same facilities as officers. The Committee 
is however afraid that any lower army rank, which would 
compel nurses to share the living conditions of the troops, would 
be detrimental to the respect to which they are entitled and to 
the authority they must retain in connection with their nursing
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activities. The Committee therefore, very much hopes that 
the question of the status of female personnel will be studied 
by the army Medical Services on an international plane, and 
that they will come to an agreement that similar professional 
training for nurses should imply everywhere a more or less 
equivalent status.

2. In the case of Red Cross voluntary aids, who are employed 
in wartime in the Medical Services of the armed forces, it has 
been noted that they work generally in detachments and 
remain under the orders of the National Societies. They will 
naturally therefore retain the status acquired in their detach
ment ; and, in agreement with the military authorities, their 
National Society will take all the necessary steps to ensure 
that their living conditions correspond to their situation 
and to the devotion they show in the service of their country.

T erm s  of  E n r o l m e n t

i . The terms of enrolment of medical personnel vary con
siderably as between countries. The Medical Services of armed 
forces, who engage their personnel to meet the requirements 
of their army in normal times, offer terms of enrolment which 
are more or less similar to those in force in the civilian hospitals 
of their country while in wartime they mobilize their reserve 
personnel on the same terms.

On the other hand, the National Societies have methods of 
engagement which differ widely in the different countries. In 
some National Societies service is voluntary : in others there 
are allowances or pay at very diverse rates. It would seem 
advisable for the National Societies to preserve their liberty 
on this point, and to retain the particular methods they consider 
suitable. It would however be desirable that no person really 
qualified, devoted and desirous of serving the victims of war 
should be barred by the fact that his or her financial position 
does not permit of acceptance of an unpaid position or too 
low a salary.
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2. Moreover in wartime medical personnel run risks ; and, 
to meet so far as possible the dangers to which they are exposed, 
it would be appropriate that all countries, which have not 
already done so, should make arrangements to ensure that 
all medical personnel are given adequate medical and surgical 
treatment in case of sickness, wounds or accident. As long 
ago as 1869 the International Red Cross Conference passed the 
following Resolution : “ A pension shall be granted to persons 
who by nursing the wounded and sick in wartime have become 
disabled for earning their living, and to the families of those 
who have given their lives in similar circumstances.” Practically 
all countries have adopted this principle, and the necessary 
provisions have been made.

** ❖

In conclusion we should like to draw the attention of Govern
ments and of National Red Cross Societies to a point of primary 
importance, which appears to us to arise logically out of this 
report.

The experience of recent wars in the countries affected by the 
hostilities shows that the loss of life was higher in the case 
of the civilian population than in the case of the combatants. 
Yet the relief of the civilian population was considerably less 
effective than that provided for the wounded and sick of the 
armed forces. Men, women, children and old people died for 
lack of care on the roads or in the bombed cities, just as the 
wounded combatants died unheeded on the battlefield of 
Solferino. Here is a new category of victims who ought to be 
helped ; and their help falls within the field of Red Cross work.

Undoubtedly the National Societies should take part in the 
general effort to bring peoples together and to preserve peace, 
and each member of the Red Cross has a mission to fulfil in 
tnis respect. But, if by misfortune all efforts fail, and a new 
widespread conflagration cannot be avoided, the civilian popu
lations will certainly be very severely hit. It is therefore neces
sary for the National Societies at once to place their services 
at the disposal of their Governments, and to cooperate to the
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utmost in the study and organisation of relief work to civilian 
populations in case of need. Such a study, with the possible 
measures of preventive organisation it may entail, could in 
no case be considered as “ preparation for war On the 
contrary, by enlightening public opinion, and by demonstrating 
in tangible form the devastation and unjust suffering which will 
be caused by modern combat methods, it will afford an incentive 
to all nations to avoid the repetition of a catastrophe which 
can, and ought to be averted.
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